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Introduction

“There is indisputable
research that shows the
positive impacts that
regular physical activity
has on the health of
individuals.”
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school, there is a commitment to work
towards the goal of 30 minutes of physiIn motion is a health promotion strategy, cal activity every day for every student
with a focus on physical activity . It is a (this can be achieved through any combination of physical education, physical
comprehensive approach that uses taractivity breaks, physical activity progeted strategies to reach all corners of
the community. The goal is to have all of grams, intramurals, special events, etc).
the citizens in a community include regThe challenge of an in motion school is
ular physical activity into their daily
to try and achieve this goal by combinlives for health benefits.
ing physical activity opportunities with
scheduled Physical Education curricuFor many years we have known about
the benefits of physical activity . These lum. This requires a commitment from
everyone in the school, from administrabenefits include prevention of chronic
tion and teachers to the students. It also
disease and enhancement of quality of
life in the community . Recent research requires the schools to be creative in
In
has confirmed that the benefits of physi- finding ways to achieve this goal.
motion schools have demonstrated that
cal activity go far beyond our greatest
these commitments are realistic and that
expectations.
this goal is achievable!
One of the major target groups identified
within this strategy is children and
youth. Research has shown the imporHow in motion started in
tance of establishing healthy lifestyle
patterns early on in one’s life (Boreham, the Schools
2001). Section 2 of this Physical ActiviIn choosing children and youth as one of
ty Guide further references a variety of
in motion’s target groups, in motion recresearch which shows that there are
many benefits to children and youth who ognized that this specific group spent
most of their time in school. The idea to
are physically active on a regular basis,
encourage schools to become “in
including:
motion” was determined to be the most
appropriate and feasible plan of action to
• Improved mental health
promote physical activity to children and
• Positive contributions to growth
youth. From March to June 2000, in
and development
motion piloted the project of the
in
• Positive impact on behavior and
motion school in six dif ferent elemenhealthy lifestyles
tary
schools in Saskatoon,
• Lesser incidence of obesity
Saskatchewan, Canada. The goal of
• Better academic
each participating school was to provide
performance
30 minutes of physical activity each
school day to all of their students. Their
What is an in motion
challenge was to achieve this goal by
School?
May and maintain it until the end of
June.
An in motion school is one that values
the benefits of physical activity and
At the beginning of the pilots, represenensures that it is a visible priority in the
tatives from these schools were brought
daily life of the school. As an in motion together to discuss what in motion is, as

What is in motion?

well as the goal and challenge of being
an in motion school. Recognizing that
each school presents a unique set of
opportunities and challenges, each
school was left to its own means and creativity to find ways of achieving the goal
of 30 minutes of physical activity per
student each day.
The College of Kinesiology (University
of Saskatchewan), in partnership with in
motion, conducted a baseline assessment
of the pilot schools before the schools
began their physical activity initiatives.
This provided us with a picture of how
active the students were before beginning the pilot project.
A follow up
survey was conducted at the end of the
pilot phase to see if there had been an
impact on the level of physical activity in
the schools. The in motion physical
activity intervention was successful in
increasing physical activity levels in
school children:
• Children increased the number of
days per week that they were very
active
• Positive social behaviours were
observed following the in motion
physical activity intervention
Based on the evaluation results,
in
motion schools were a success and in
motion moved to recruit more schools.
It is the experiences of the in motion
schools upon which this Resource Guide
is based. In motion recognizes that no
two schools are the same, but believes
that this Resource Guide can provide
other schools with a starting point for
getting “in motion”!
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Benefits of Being an in motion School
Since piloting in motion schools in May,
2000, we have received a number of postive comments. In motion has proven to
ba a success and coninues to benefit the
staff, students and school community .
The following are comments from participating in motion schools of
Saskatoon on the benefits that they have
experienced from being “in motion”:

Staff
“Classroom teachers were very supportive and understanding.”
“Staff are more active, starting to go out
at lunchtime.”
“Just gives me that extra push to go out
for walks.”
“Stress buster for the teachers”
“Teachers got to see and interact with
students other than their own and greet
everyone with a smile to start the day. It
gets our day off to a nice inviting start.”
“Teachers became more active themselves and started to or ganize their own
physical activity opportunities.”

Classroom Benefits

“Teachers can watch social interactions
and get feedback.”
“Positive
morale.”

school atmosphere and

“Teachers learned what activities
worked to settle the class down following the walk (things like silent reading or
being read to) and then the rest of the
morning was more productive then in the
past.”
“The morning walks actually improved
punctuality and attendance.”

“Atmosphere and moral of the school
was noticeably improved.”
“We noticed less discipline problems in
some of the participating classrooms.”
“Seeing less disruption and an increased
readiness to learn.”
“Noticed a dif ference in behavior after
physical activity.”
“Having physical activity in the morning
improved learning and the students were
more attentive.”
“It was better to have in the afternoon,
especially for those that do not have an
afternoon recess, it allows for the day to
be broken up.”

Students

“There was an increase in (student and
teacher) awareness of the benefits of
physical activity and the dangers of inactivity.”
“There was a conscious ef fort by students to increase physical activity at
home.”
“Students were encouraging their parents to become more physically active
and to participate with them!”
“Older students had an opportunity to
show leadership by tallying activities
and participating in school-wide activities.”
“Students kept teachers honest by insisting on 30 minutes of activity each day .
Otherwise, students felt short-changed.”
“Students had a heightened awareness of
the importance of physical activity
because of the daily focus.”
“The morning walk provided time for
students to visit with friends from other
classrooms, talk socially with teachers,
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and let the day break in gradually.”

“Parents have called,
wanting in motion to
continue in the schools.”

“It’s a different social setting for the students.”
“Students see that they are part of something big.”
“Children look up to the older students
when paired up as ‘Care Partners’.”
“Doing big events together was fun, it
raised interest and awareness.”
“Walks built relationships by bringing
the students together informally , which
was a big bonus.”

The Unexpected Benefits

One pilot school reported an unexpected
benefit for a student with special needs:
“We have an autistic student that greatly
benefited from the morning walk. She
went from having very dif ficult starts to
her day to being cooperative and productive following the walk.”
“One of the staf f members reduced the
use of some of her medications from
going for daily walks.”

It is examples such as these that demonstrates the power that physical activity
has, not just physically but socially, emo“The students enjoyed the walks because tionally and mentally as well.
everyone could participate, the inclusion
was good for confidence and brought
people together.”
“Students started to connect with
in
motion when they realized how much of
a big deal it was.”
“We received positive feedback from the
students on being an in motion school.”
“Students got to interact with teachers in
a different environment.”

Parents and Community

“Members of the community who joined
the walk got to meet students and teachers in a friendly, relaxed atmosphere.”
“Parents joined in the walks.”
“Parents have called, wanting in motion
to continue in the schools.”
Just think of the benefits your school,
students, teachers and community can
achieve over the entire school year!
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How to get started
There is no right or wrong way to
approach getting started with the
in
motion initiative. The following are
methods and processes implemented by
various in motion schools, which have
proven to be successful:

“Introduce becoming
an in motion school
at a staff meeting.”

physically active.

Communication

It’s important to keep everyone
informed of what is going on. Communication is very important in an in
motion school program to ensure that
you have continued support and success.
Staff
Identify a ‘Champion’
Keep staff informed of the initiaThe Champion leads the initiative in the
tive’s progress at staff meetings.
school. The Champion can be a physical
You can also present ideas for
education teacher or a teacher with a perteachers to use in their respective
sonal interest in physical activity . (See
classrooms and discuss special
Section 4 for roles and responsibilities of
events planned for the entire
a Champion)
school.
Parents
Gain staff support
Make a presentation about in
Introduce the in motion school initiative
motion to the Parent Council. This
at a staff meeting. A presentation can be
will help you gain the support of
made outlining what in motion is and
the parents and keep them
what it is trying to achieve. Include a
informed. Or, you can send
discussion on the benefits of physical
newsletters or memos home to the
activity to the students and the teachers;
parents informing them of the iniand the expectations that go along with
tiative and requesting their support.
being an in motion school. (A sample
Students
agenda is included at the end of this secUse an assembly format to inform
tion)
the students that they are becoming
a part of an in motion school. The
Individual approach: Champions take
emphasis at these assemblies could
the opportunity to speak individually to
be on the many different ways to
staff members to get a sense of interest
have fun while being active by
and level of support. Or simply introyourself or with friends. You could
duce in motion to middle/upper year
also discuss the fact that the stuclasses so that they can serve as role
dents are going to be a part of a
models for younger students.
model for the rest of the city,
province and country.

Form a committee

Recruit other teachers and staf f following the presentation of the in motion
concept, its benefits and objectives. In
most cases, volunteer staf f will have a
personal interest in physical activity .
The committee will assist in the development and implementation of programs
to encourage students to become more
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Present to the SRC: The SRC are
representative of the student body
and highly looked upon by the
younger students, therefore having
them promote in motion is a good
idea, as they serve as role models.
The younger students will model
the actions of the older students.

Kick-off

Launch your in motion school with a
‘kick off’ event or pep rally to get things
going in the school.
A more formal
approach would involve inviting dignitaries and media to your launch
assembly. A nice ‘kick off’ event could
involve going out for a school walk or
having demonstrations, to upbeat music,
of activities that the school will participate in to get “in motion”.

Start small/keep it simple

Remember that getting active can be
intimidating or discouraging for teachers
if they are told to do 30 minutes of physical activity with their students. S tart
with 15 minutes of activity and work
towards the goal of achieving 30 minutes
a day. Also, let staff know that there are
health benefits to accumulating activity
throughout the day. They may want to
start with two to three 10-minute
“snacks” on activity to reach their goal.

“Start with 15 minutes
of activity and work
towards the goal of
achieving 30 minutes
a day.”

We are always looking for ways to
improve. Fill out the evaluation at the
end of this section, and let us know how
it is going.
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Sample Agenda for Introducing
in motion at Staff Meeting
1. Overview of in motion
•
•
•

•

3 minutes

Health promotion strategy that aims to have all the residents of Saskatoon and
Region include regular physical activity in their daily lives.
Active Living is an integral aspect and cornerstone to health. Being active benefits
people physically, emotionally, mentally, socially and spiritually.
In motion is working with community partners to increase physical activity levels
of the general population. Key partners are the University of Saskatchewan
(College of Kinesiology), City of Saskatoon (Community Services) and
ParticipACTION. The (Public; Catholic) School Division is also working in
Partnership with in motion to increase physical activity levels of children
in motion is being viewed as a model for a provincial strategy and has the
potential to be a national and international model

2. What being in motion means

3 minutes

A school that is in motion is one that supports incorporating physical activity on a daily
basis into the environment of the school. The goal of an in motion school is to work
towards providing 30 minutes of physical activity per day for every student. This goal
can be attained by setting small goals to begin with, such as 15- minute walks at the start
of the school day.
Being an in motion school does not have to be difficult or time consuming. Doing simple
activities such as walking at the start of the school day can prove to be very beneficial for
all and does not require any type of planning.
By being physically active, you will notice:
•
Better health
•
It’s easier to control your weight
•
You feel more energetic
•
You will be more dependable later in life
•
You can enjoy stronger muscles and bones
•
Have better posture and balance
•
You’ll be more relaxed and less stressed
3. Risk of not being Physically Active
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 minute

Premature death
Heart disease
Weight problems
High blood pressure
Depression
Health problems such as diabetes, cancer, stroke and osteoporosis

4. Recruitment of in motion leaders

1 minute (optional)

See Section 4 of Resource Manual.
(you may choose to recruit at this point in time or just leave teachers with information
and ask for volunteers to approach you after the meeting)
5. Presentation of Ideas

2 minutes (optional)

We suggest emphasizing walking to begin with as it is non threatening and easy to
implement. The School Resource Manual contains many ideas for program ideas that you
may want to incorporate to keep things interesting, such as ‘Walk Across Canada’. This
will require no planning, as it only requires tracking physical activity on an activity log.
Other ideas include incorporating small space classroom activities, activity buckets or
working toward achieving quality daily physical education.
See Section 5 – Key Initiatives and Program Ideas of the Resource Manual
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Roles and
Responsibilities

in motion Champion
The in motion Champion is an individual who is enthusiastic and is committed
to promoting physical activity and
healthy living in the school. Being the
Champion can be fun and rewarding.
The leadership, encouragement and
enthusiasm of the Champion will greatly
influence the success of encouraging the
staff and students to incorporate physical
activity into their daily lives.

in motion Champion Roles
and Responsibilities
1) Gain administration support – it is
important that the administration agrees
with the Champion on the goals and
ideas you plan to implement.
2) Read the information –
To make
things a bit clearer , take some time to
read the information in this resource
guide.
3) Communicate – As stated earlier, it is
important to communicate with all staf f
and make sure they are aware of what is
going on. Distribute information for
everyone and let staf f/students know
what you are planing to do.

6) Motivate – Think of different ways to
reach various staf f and students in the
school and what would motivate them.
7) Launch a fun event – Or ganize an
active event to kick of f in motion. This
will boost enthusiasm of the staf f and
students and will give you a chance to
show what you are trying to do. Remember to keep it FUN!
8) Coordinate Events- Plan short weekly
and monthly activities.
9) Evaluate – Spend some time discussing how things are going, what went
well and what didn’t go so well.

in motion Leaders
In motion would encourage schools to
adopt the concept of recruiting staff to be
in motion Leaders. In motion Leaders
would be working directly with the staff,
encouraging and using enthusiasm to
promote physical activity . Leaders
would also be helping the Champion on
implementing the program and or ganizing various activities. Don’ t overlook
the possibility of using senior students to
be in motion Leaders.

4) Pick in motion Leaders – Be sure to in motion Leaders Roles
pick people that you can rely on and who and Responsibilities
are interested in motivating others to be
A Leader can be anyone who is interestmore active.
ed in becoming more active to improve
5) Form Teams – Champions can help
their own health, or someone who is curLeaders form teams to implement the
rently active and wants to get involved.
program. Teams can be formed according to grades for dif ferent activities that Being an in motion Leader is fun and
rewarding and does not require a great
are being or ganized, (i.e. walking,
lunchtime activities, etc.) Take the amount of time. The leadership they
provide should have a positive impact on
opportunity to utilize senior students as
the accomplishments of the students and
team leaders to assist in implementing
staff members.
physical activities.
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The responsibilities are very simple:
• Distribute information to the staff.
• Assist the Champion with ideas and
feedback.
• ‘Rally the troops’ to be active.
The key to success of being an in motion
Leader is his/her commitment to continue with the program, to be active and to
encourage staff.

“Being an in motion
Leader is fun and
rewarding and does
not require a great
amount of time.”

Guide Section 4 - Roles and Responsibilities
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Initiatives

Some schools begin every day with a 15minute walk for students, staf f and the
We realize that planning activities for the community (schools can invite commustudents to participate in can be overnity residents to join them in their
whelming and time consuming.
In morning walk). Participation in school
motion puts emphasis on an activity that walks has been exceedingly popular .
has been very successful and is also very Although teacher participation can be at
easy to plan; walking. One of the most
their own discretion, teachers at
in
effective activities throughout the
motion schools, who have participated,
schools has been walking. An activity found many benefits from starting their
such as walking requires no set plan, is
day this way! If it is not feasible to have
easy, requires no athletic skill, is inclua school-wide walk everyday, aim to do
sive, no equipment is required, is
it once per week. This is an excellent
non-threatening for all of those taking
activity for school morale.
To keep
part, and the best of all…costs nothing! walks fun and interactive, take a look at
One in motion school loved walking so some of our Walking Ideas (see Walking
much as an activity that they went so far Ideas in this section for more informaas to walk around the world!
tion).

Key Initiatives

The following outlines successful key
initiatives that were implemented at in
motion schools. Key initiatives are
ideas/programs that can be implemented
on a regular basis (daily , weekly, or
monthly). These ideas are meant to give
you a starting point. In motion encourages you (and your committee) to be
creative and to develop your own exciting in motion program! Tailor your
program to meet the needs of your
schools’ staff and students.

School Walk

One of the most successful ideas is a
school walk. Many in motion schools
have implemented variations of this
idea.
• going first thing in the morning as a
school, before students take off
their jackets and boots.
• rotating classrooms throughout the
day
• start walking in the afternoons if
there is no recess provided for the
students, this breaks up the day
nicely for them.
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Activity Logs

Activity logs keep track of physical
activity minutes and help to motivate
students to stay active. Students can
keep track of the physical activity they
do in school or, students can record
physical activity that they participate in
on evenings and weekends as well.
Logs are most successful when posted
in a visible area to act as a motivation
and reward tool.
The format and nature of activity logs
can vary:
• Individual posters.
As students complete fifteen minutes of activity, they colour in a
footprint on the poster. As a student completes a poster, they are
given an in motion sticker or tattoo.
• Teacher in motion Log.
Teachers keep a record of their
class’s daily physical activity.
• School Log.
Use the school front entrance as a
showcase. Display the number of
activity minutes that have been

accumulated as a school. For
example, one in motion school
received permission from McDonalds to use the “Over __X__
customers served” slogan; they
replaced it with their school name
and said, “Over __X__ active minutes served”. You may also want to
display pictures of students participating in activities. Teachers can be
given daily logs along with the
attendance sheets to record the
activity, length of time in minutes,
and the number of students
involved. Invite members of the
community to register their walks
and activities at the school office.
(See Appendix 2 for a sample log
sheet) Make it a goal to reach X
number of activity minutes in one
month.

Walk Across Canada

If walking is a big hit at your school,
why not walk with a goal? ‘Walk Across
Canada’ can be an incentive for students
and staff. Exhibit a map of the TransCanada Trail in the main hallway .
Divide the trail into 5,000 sections (you
may choose to divide the trail into a different amount of sections). The school’s
objective is to do 5,000 activities (or X
amount) in a given period of time (i.e.
one month). Any physical activity that
lasts fifteen minutes or more is recorded
(activities done at home can be authenticated by a parent’ s signature). Weekly
results are reported at Friday assemblies
and the progress is displayed on the map.
Students who submit activity logs can
have their name entered for a prize.

15-Minute Active Time

Schools that took part in 15-minute
walks requested that teachers provide
another 15 minutes of physical activity
somewhere throughout the day to meet

the objective goal of 30 minutes. The
organizing committee in each of these
schools provided ideas to teachers if
needed. You will also find ideas enclosed
in the Resource Manual to keep planning
to a minimum. See Section 7 - Small
Space activities and Section 10 - Nutrition Activities.

Themes

“Set aside a few afternoons to introduce
new activities to the
students.”

Develop a theme for the entire school to
follow based on various physical activities. Invite special guests to provide
instruction and demonstrations for some
of the activities. In motion has developed monthly themes and challenges
that your school may like to try . See
Section 9 – Monthly Challenges for
themes and activity ideas.

Fitness Facts

Have teachers share daily ‘fit facts’ with
their classes. The school ‘champion’ can
then quiz students at Friday assemblies
giving out small prizes for correct
answers (i.e. in motion stickers and tattoos). See Section 2 - Fit Facts.

Fun-Fit Thursdays (or any other
day!!)

Set aside a few afternoons to introduce
new activities to the students. These can
be activities that the staf f have tried and
are able to teach or invite special guests
to lead the activities. The students can
choose a few activities from a list of possibilities. Some ideas for activity
choices are: nature walks, biking, hip
hop dance, martial arts, hoop/pow-wow
dance, ultimate frisbee, tennis, swimming, orienteering, skipping, golfing and
beach volleyball.

Care Partners

During activities, upper year students
(grades 7 & 8) are paired up with
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younger (grades 1 & 2) students. This
gives the older students a chance to get
to know the younger students.
This
works exceptionally well in teaching
upper year students responsibility as
well as giving them a leadership role.

Walk Around the World

“charting results in a
visible area assists with
the motivation to keep
active.”

Another goal to work towards is to walk
around the world. Walking around the
world is approximately 40,000 kilometers. You can achieve this goal by going
out for walks everyday regardless of the
weather, walking indoors when the
weather is bad and also adding in other
activities, such as special events, to help
attain your goal. Again, charting results
in a visible area assists with the motivation to keep active.

Extend Recess

If you are having trouble meeting your
30-minute goal, why not try starting
your activities 10 minutes before recess?
This way the activity can be carried into
recess and students (and staf f!) are closer to reaching their 30-minute goal of
physical activity.

Dancing

A very popular and fun activity is dancing. One school created an in motion
dance team made up of senior students.
Once a month, the whole school would
get together for an afternoon of dancing
led by the in motion dance team. You
might even try having individual class
dance parties. Just turn on some music
and dance for 15 minutes for a nice
break between subjects. There are lots
of active themed dances to choose from,
or be creative and make up your own
classroom or school “in motion dance”!
See Section 6 – Activities and Games for
various dances.

Recess intramural games

Organized sports at recess time can keep
students active and out of trouble. Have
senior students help to or ganize and
supervise these recess games. Have students sign up in their classrooms to play
different sports such as football, soccer ,
basketball, softball, kickball etc. These
can be played outside or inside depending on the weather.

House Leagues

Many schools have dif ferent ‘houses’,
each with a dif ferent name (after Greek
gods or animals etc.). Houses compete
year-round to gain the most points.
Points may be awarded for numerous
achievements such as participation in
activities, special events, intramurals and
house leagues or for good behaviour at
assemblies etc. The house with the most
points at the end of the year is awarded
the house trophy.
In motion elective
Classes were given one afternoon per
week (can even be one class period per
week) to participate in an in motion
elective, which offered different activity
opportunities. Try some of the dif ferent
activities that can be found in the Activity Resource Guide or the Small spaces
section in this Manual.

Activity Buckets

These ingenious buckets have been a
proven success. Each class is given a
bucket of equipment. S tudents sign
out/in equipment for use at recess. The
students are responsible for taking care
of their classes’ equipment. Refer to
Section 8 for detailed information on
Activity Buckets.

Fit Boards

Aside from promoting physical activity ,
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some schools have made a healthy living
bulletin board to post information. Educating staff and students about the
benefits of physical activity and of
healthy living are just as important as
being physically active. Use the bulletin
board to post activities, events, fit facts,
nutrition tips, etc.

tricks. Skipping is also an easy activity
that everyone can try . Check out the
Heart and S troke Foundation of Canada’s webpage at www.heartandstroke.ca
for the Jump Rope for Heart program
that will get your whole school “in
motion”, hopping and skipping.

Cooperative Games

Program Ideas
Children need the structure and discipline that a daily routine provides. There
is security in the familiar . It’s good to
have planned/organized daily activities
if possible. However , it is also great to
deviate from the regular routine and plan
some fun activities to stay “in motion”.
The following program ideas are activities that have worked at dif ferent in
motion schools.

Winter Fun Days

Spend an afternoon out enjoying the
beautiful winter weather. Set up some
obstacle courses around playground
structures or play snow games such as
snow soccer and tag. If you keep moving, it doesn’ t feel as cold. A moving
body is a warm body. Students can also
make snow angels in the fresh snow and
have a snow person-making contest.

Remember all the fun games to play at
picnics and barbeques? Have a picnic
games afternoon for the whole school to
get “in motion” with fun cooperative
games. Try some old favorites: three
legged races, potato sac races, wheel
barrow racing, balloon tossing/egg tossing and tug o’ war

“Educating staff and
students about the
benefits of physical
activity and of healthy
living are just as
important as being
physically active.”

Playday/Track Meet

Many in motion schools have been
reviving school track and field days for
the senior students and playdays for the
younger students. Try different track
and field events such as racing, long
jump, triple jump, high jump, shot put
etc. For the playday , have senior students help to plan and or
ganize
activities. You can make up fun obstacle
courses around the playground structures, have fun races such as racing
while holding an egg on a spoon, etc.

Skating/Swimming Day

If your school is close to a skating rink or
swimming pool, take the opportunity to
Canada is such a multicultural country .
use the facility and get your school “in
So why not try out some games from
motion”. Classes can take turns walking
around the world. Take an afternoon to
to the skating rink or pool for an hour of
offer activities and games that are played
in motion fun.
in other countries and by other cultures
(see section on international games).

Festivals

Staff vs. Students

School Wide Skipping

Skipping is a popular individual and
group activity. It offers an opportunity to
develop skills and learn impressive

Kids love to participate in intramurals,
sports leagues and cooperative games.
To add a new spin on these old favorites,
why not have a staff versus student competition in which the students compete
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against the teachers for the title of
in
motion Champions. Have teachers and
students compete in dif ferent sports
games, cooperative games and races.
You may want to have events for a whole
week or a whole month and keep a running score posted in your school for
everyone to see. In the end, everyone
wins from being active and “in motion”!

Roll-athon

With the growing popularity of
rollerblades, scooters and skateboards,
why not or ganize a school roll-athon
where students, staff and the community
either rollerblade, ride scooters or skateboards to raise money for a charity. This
could also be a great way to fundraise for
“Activity Buckets” (see later section on
Activity Buckets) while being active.

Canoe club/Voyageur club

Another fun activity is to form a canoe
club/voyageur club that can also teach
students about outdoor education and
wilderness travelling. You may want to
contact your local canoeing club for
more information or instruction.
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Walking Ideas
The most successful school and popular school initiative that has been used is walking.
Walking is something everyone can participate in and is easy to do. But walking can
soon become boring and mundane to some kids. So here are a few walking ideas to
keep things FUN on your walks.

Walking Activity

Directions

Favorite Colors

Have students wear their favorite color to school and
group them accordingly for the walk.

Simon Says

The teacher (or student) changes how the group may
move their feet or what to do
with their arms but remembering to follow the
command only when the phrase "Simon Says" is used.

Follow the Leader

Each person takes a turn to challenge the group to walk
in different ways - giant steps, skipping, galloping.

Cloud Watch

Identify cloud formations or use imaginations to see
pictures within the cloud shapes.

Spelling Bee

As the students walk practice spelling words for the
week or randomly select words.

Alphabet Walk

Look for objects whose first letter will spell out the 26
letters of the alphabet

Historical Walk

Many cities offer maps that will serve as a guide to the
points of interest, or walk to the public library and
research the information for yourselves, or contact one
of the local historians who may be more than willing to
serve as your guide.

Nature Trails and Hikes

There are a number of different resources that may be
purchased or borrowed from a public library to assist
with the selection of possible hikes that would suit your
classes abilities.

Walk to School Day

Encourage staff, and students to walk to school if they
live close enough. Invite parents to walk with their
children to school.

Children & Youth
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Challenges
and Solutions

"Learn from the
experiences of others,
share your stories of
success and challenge
so that others might
learn from you."

Challenges
and Solutions
Becoming an in motion school has many
benefits for students, staf f and the community. Following the one year pilot
program, a number of challenges were
identified by the in motion schools. It is
important to remember that every school
will experience different challenges and
different levels of support and success.
However, you may be able to increase
your chances of success by learning
from the challenges experienced by in
motion elementary schools.

Limited Space

Space is an issue for some schools.
Available gym time is limited. Not
every class can access the gym for
30 minutes of activity per day.
Solution:
Be creative about the spaces you
can use and the activities that you
offer. When the weather is nice,
the school ground is always an
option. For indoor activities, classrooms or the school hall can serve
as an activity space. Music could be
played in the hallways during activities.

Time Commitment

Teacher’s schedules are already
quite full. Teachers feel swamped
with their existing workloads and
may be reluctant taking on something that may be perceived as
increasing their workload.
Solution:
In motion provides this manual
with many great program and activity ideas to get started. Consider
recruiting student volunteers to help
implement activities and promoting
benefits of physical activity. High
school students are at the age where
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they should start taking responsibility for their own health and
wellness.

Meeting the 30-minute goal

Staff are reluctant to start with a 30minute goal of daily physical
activity.
Solution:
Follow the physical education curriculum. The existing provincial
curriculum outlines that 30 minutes
of physical activity is to be provided to each student each day, or 150
minutes per week for each student.
Participating schools emphasized
the importance of following the
curriculum for physical education.
Schools may want to modify the
goal of achieving 30 minutes a day
by starting with 15 minutes a day
and taking it from there. Teachers
may also want to break up the 30
minutes into 2-15 minute activity
periods: for example, a walk in the
morning and an activity in the afternoon, such as a dance.

Resources

Resources are a big problem, especially in the community schools.
Smaller school budgets may limit
the available equipment for physical activity.
Solution:
Look into community programs
geared towards lower income
neighborhoods. Also network
together with other schools and
share resources that are used within
the community, such as aerobic
instructors and Tai Chi instructors.

Parents Not Being Supportive

Some parents feel that in motion is
not of importance and believe it is
cutting into academic time. Students that come from affluent

neighbourhoods are already offered
these opportunities outside of
school, therefore parents see it as a
waste of time.
Solution:
Parents have to be informed of the
benefits that physical activity offers
their children. Have the parents
become involved, invite them to
walks. Also put facts in newsletters
for them, with regard to the benefits
and tips on raising healthy children.

Immediate Benefits of Physical
Activity

Teachers that are expecting to see
benefits within a week or two may
not.
Solution:
Physical activity must be a longterm habit in order for the benefits
to be noticeable. Teachers should
try it for a month to see how it
works for them and start with a
short-term goal and work towards
that.

Students are not “crazy” about the
walks

Students do not mind walking, but
much prefer doing “Fun Days”.
Solution:
Teachers may want to incorporate
some of the included themes provided to make the walk more
exciting for the students (see Section 5 for Walking Ideas). Walks
are not mandatory either, so perhaps find another activity that suits
and pleases your students, as there
are many other activities that can be
played (see Section 6 for Activity
Ideas).

Administrators support

The administrators appear to support in motion, but do not lead it.
Solution:

Inform administrators of upcoming
events and invite them to attend.
This will give them a chance to see
how in motion is doing in the
schools and perhaps by seeing this,
will provide more resources in support of it or make in motion part of
the school curriculum.

Potential discipline problems

Problems such as children misbehaving and going out in the streets
caused some distress for the teachers.
Solution:
These problems were addressed by
varying the walk time for one
group, varying the route for another
class that wanted a change, and giving individual attention to a very
few
students who walked with the
teachers.

"Inform parents of the
benefits that physical
activity provides
for their children."

‘Champions’ get transferred, now
what?

The ‘Champion’ gets transferred
and there is no one to carry on the
in motion initiative.
Solution:
Have one of the leaders take over
as a champion. Try to gain the support of new staff members and get
them involved with the in motion
committee. This way you are not
losing a member of your committee. Students should also get
involved, taking responsibility for
their own health.

Keeping the momentum

Making sure that the natural flow
of in motion is not lost.
Solution:
Support is needed from all areas:
administrators, staff members and
students to allow for the program to
keep going. Sell the 15 minutes of
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physical activity as manageable and
a good point to start from and build
on. Feedback from the staff is very
helpful as well as other creative
ideas that they may have.
The overall consensus from the pilot in
motion schools was that the benefits far
outweighed any challenges that they
encountered. The feedback received
from in motion schools indicated that
the initiative is very well received by the
staff, the administration and the students,
and that there are many benefits to being
an in motion school.

Some general advice from in
motion schools that they felt
would be useful to new schools:
Be very positive whenever you are discussing the initiative.
Communicate regularly about things that
are working, ideas to improve the initiative, and ideas that can be used to meet
the commitments.
If you try the community walk, vary the
route that you take. Some students got
tired of the walks and the main reason
was that they were bored with the route.

"Provide a variety of activities
to maintain interest and
enthusiasm."

If you try a theme day concept, make
sure that the students have input into the
activities they will be participating in.
Keep the stress level of teachers low ,
here are a couple of examples of how to
do this:
• Provide them with sample programs
• Whenever possible, outside instructors (volunteers) were brought in
for activities so that teachers did
not have to lead an activity they
were not totally comfortable with
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•
•
•
•

them. The organizing committee
should be prepared to provide
teachers with activity ideas for
alternate spaces.
Resource materials for students
must be colourful and interesting.
Resource Activities must focus on
fun (not athletic performance).
Provide a variety of activities to
maintain interest and enthusiasm.
In motion Champions, Leaders and
staff should make every effort to
lead by example by being active
(e.g. ride their bikes or walk to
school, play outside with students
at recess, challenge students to fun
games etc.).

Children & Youth
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Activities and Games
To make planning physical activities easier for in motion teachers,
the following pages contain numerous game and activity ideas and
instructions. It is next to impossible to keep up with all the new
games and activities that are created, so keep up to date with new
ideas by checking in motion Facebook, Twitter, and webpage at
www.in-motion.ca for all the latest ideas.
Games and activity ideas can be compiled from many different
sources. So be daring and get yourself and your class "in motion"!
Most of all, have FUN!

"Tools for Schools" currently available on the SHR in motion
website include:
Do More Watch Less - Classroom Resource
in motion Count It Up Challenge
in motion Snacktivities (Small Space Activities)
in motion Daily Physical Activity manual - Saskatchewan
Great Games Anyone Can Play (print version included here)
Walking School Bus Guide
Healthy School Planner - Joint Consortium for School Health
Active Minds Active Bodies - Library Resource
For more activity ideas go to these great pages:
http://www.participaction.com/
http://push2play.ca/
http://www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca/
http://www.phecanada.ca/
http://www.everactive.org/
http://www.actionschoolsbc.ca/
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Great Games
anyone can play
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Great Games
Fun Relay Games
Back Seat Driver
Required: Several big wheels or tricycles, blindfolds, and orange construction cones
Players: Small to large groups
•

Set up teams so that each team has a small bike to ride, a blindfold and a course with 3 -5 cones
ahead of them equally spaced. If you don’t have access to cones then make them out of milk jugs
filled with sand or water. You can paint them differently for each team.

•

The first player from each team will mount his bike and put on a blindfold, the next player of the
team will be the back seat driver.

•

The back seat driver will direct the driver down through the cones weaving in and out, and then
back to the start line.

•

The back seat driver will now become the driver and the next person will be the back seat driver.

•

The old driver will go to the back of the line until he becomes the last back seat driver.

•

The first team to complete the rotation is the winner. A great team building game which youth or
young couples will enjoy.

Ball Relay
Required: 15 sets of balls in various sizes, two ball bags and two hula-hoops
Players: Small to large groups
•

Set up players in two teams. You will need 15 balls for each team.

•

The balls for each team should match in size. You should use medicine balls, basketballs, soccer
balls, footballs, kick balls, volleyballs, etc.

•

Each team should have the same size and amount. In front of each team, place a hula-hoop filled
with all their balls, the big ones should be on the bottom with the little ones on top. All the balls
should fit inside the hoop.

•

At the other end of the field will be a ball bag for each team (big enough to hold all the balls for
that team).
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•

The first person from each team is to grab a ball, take it down the field, stuff it in the bag, race
back and tag the next person who will do the same.

•

Continue doing this until the last ball is left. The person with the last ball will take it down field,
stuff it in the bag, bring the bag back to the front of the line where the hoop is and place all the
balls back into the hoop.

•

Once all the balls are out of the bag and placed in the hoop that team wins, but the trick is they
have to be stacked correctly to fit into the hoop. The big ones must be on the bottom and the
little ones on top.

Balloon Head Race
Required: Balloons
Players: Small to large groups
•

Organize players so that they’re into pairs and each team receives a partially inflated balloon.

•

When the game starts, teams must race to a finish line carrying a balloon between their heads.
Remember, don’t use your hands.

•

On hot days try it with water balloons or through a sprinkler. You can even try an obstacle course.

Banana Olympics
Required: Bananas
Players: Small to large groups
Divide the group into teams of 8-10 players and give each team a banana. Each team will complete
several series of different relays using their banana. Here are some ideas for those relays.

•
1.

The banana under your armpit and hopping on one leg down a field and back.

2. Place the banana between the knees and hop down a field and back.
3. Two team mates tossing the banana back and forth down the field and back.
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4. Place the banana on the ground and each teammate must roll across the banana.
5

Team mates line up in leapfrog formation and first player hops over players while holding banana
and then tosses banana to next player in line to do the same.

•

Show the players all the relays that they’ll have to complete for the Olympics. You may have to
write them on a large white board so that all players will know what relay is next.

•

Once a team has completed all these relays someone on the team must eat the banana and the
team that is done first is the winner. Use your own ideas, add to the list or use only a few ideas.

Beanbag Bowling
Required: 5 bowling pins and 5 bean bags
Players: Medium to large groups
•

Play on a smooth flat surface like a gym floor. Divide players into four teams.

•

Place one bowling pin exactly in the center of a 30ft - 40ft circle. The other four pins will be
placed evenly around the outside of the circle.

•

One player from each team will be on the outside of the circle standing next to their bowling pin
but slightly behind it. The player is given a Fling Sock or beanbag to hold onto while they run.

•

When signaled the players are to run around the outside of the circle in a clockwise direction.
Once they make a complete circle they are to stand at their bowling pin, toss their bag so that it
will slide across the floor in an attempt to knock down the bowling pin. If their bag misses they
are to retrieve their bag and return to their throwing position and try again until someone knocks
down the pin.

•

The team that knocks down the pin receives 5 points. The next players on each team will do the
same until all players have had a chance to do the relay. The team with the most points is the winner.
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Big Foot
Required: Large rubber boots and grass play area
Players: Small to large groups
•

Set up teams with each team assigned one pair of large rubber boots. These boots can be fishing
waders and it would be helpful if the players could just slide their shoes right into the boots
without taking off their shoes.

•

Have teams line up behind the starting line. The first person on each team must put on the rubber
boots, race down grass course and back, take off the boots and the next person on the team will
do the same.

•

When the last person on one of the teams crosses back through the starting line first, they are
the winners.

Blanket Carry
Required: One blanket for each team, cones
Players: Medium to large groups
•

Play this game in an open grassy area. Divide the group into teams of 10 players. Each team will be
given one blanket.

•

Set out one cone per team at the end the playing field for players to go around. Each team will
need four players to carry the blanket; one player on each corner and the corners will be numbered corner #1, #2, #3 and #4. They will also need one player to ride in the blanket.

•

The players will rotate after each carry so that each player on the team has been at all of the
corner positions and the carried player. On go, the teams will race down around the cones and
back then rotate until all players have had a turn. If one team is short on players that team will
have to repeat some players so that all teams take the equal amount of trips down and back.

•

The first team to complete the rotation is the winner.
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Blinded Ball Retrieval
Required: Containers, balls and blindfolds
Players: Small to large groups
•

Separate into teams of 4-8 players and each team will have one container of balls and one blindfold. Each container will have to same amount of balls about 3-5 depending on the size of the
teams.

•

The container of balls will be placed about six feet in front of the teams. The first player will put
on the blindfold and then the balls will be dumped out. Each player will try to retrieve 3 balls and
place them back into their own container by following instructions given by the rest of the team.

•

Once they have done this they can remove their blindfold and return to the next person in line.
That person will put on the blindfold and the balls will be dumped. They will also retrieve 3 balls
for their container. The balls can be any balls that they find but they have to go into their own
container. If they put a ball into the wrong container it will count for the other team.

•

Caution the players not to run because they can bump into the other players that are blindfolded.
It’s best if only one person from the team tells the blindfolded player where to go.

•

It will take teamwork trying to keep quiet so that the player can listen for direction. The first
team done with the rotation is the winner.

Chimp Race
Players: Small to large groups
•

Set up teams and play area. The first person on each team is to bend over with feet apart and
grab their ankles. On “go”, they are to race down the course and back without letting go of their
ankles.

•

Each person on the team repeats the relay. The first team done is the winner.
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Cup Stack Relay Knock Down
Required: 8-10 paper or plastic cups and plates, one Fun Gripper Team Handball per team
Players: Large groups
•

Set up teams of 8-10 players in lines facing away from the middle of a circle about 15-20 feet
away. In the middle of the circle, somewhat lined up with each teams position, is their pile of cups
and plates to stack up.

•

Each team will be given one ball. The first player from each team will run down to the middle
where their equipment is, and stack the plates and cups alternating them, having the cups face
down, and then run to the next person to do the same.

•

The next person will run down and un-stack them and then re-stack them. But anyone from another team has the option of using their ball to try to knock down any other team's stacked pile
to set them behind. This is done only by the next person in line, on their turn, they cannot go do
their task until the person behind them has retrieved the thrown ball and brought it back to the
group.

•

If a team's cups are knocked down, the person that stacked them has to return and do it again.
The strategy becomes do you knock down someone else's stack or focus only on your team's progress and play it safe. The first team done is the winner of the game.

Dizzy Basketball
Required: Basketballs, basketball hoop and baseball bats
Players: Small to medium groups
•

Divide up players into teams. Give each team one basketball and one baseball bat. One player at a
time from each team will go to their baseball bat, bend over, put their head on the end bat and
circle it 5 times while in this position (They should be vary dizzy at this point).

•

Then they will go pick up their basketball dribble down to the hoop and shoot a basket with the
ball. Once they have done this they return the ball to it’s position by the bat and tag the next
player on the team to do the same. The first team done completing this rotation is the winner.
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Frisbee Games
Throwing Race
Required: 6 discs; 4 cones
Players: 12 players (6 teams of 2)
•

Split up into pairs. Each pair is competing against the other pairs of players. Stand 10 metres
apart and all pairs commence throwing at the same time. The aim is to complete (ie catch) as many
passes as possible in pairs.

•

If the disc has to be retrieved, then the receiver must return to their original position before
the return throw.

•

Score 1 point for a completed backhand pass, 2 points for a forehand, the first pair to reach 20
wins. Alternatively, give the pairs a limited time (like 2 minutes) to maximize their points.

Captain Disc
Required: 1 disc, 3 cones
Players: 6 players
•

Line up in groups of six, have a disc placed 5 metres in front of the line, with the players facing it.
The players need to be well-spaced, at least arms length apart. On "go!", the leftmost player runs
out and picks up the disc.

•

They pass it to the first (rightmost) player, who passes it back. Then to the second player and so
forth until the end of the line is reached. When the last player catches the disc, they run out the
front to become the captain and the previous captain runs to the right-hand end of the line to
become the first receiver.

•

If a player has to retrieve a disc, they must return to their place before throwing the return
pass. Continue until the original captain runs out the front again and the whole team sits down to
finish.
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Disc Golf
Required: 1 disc
Players: 2 players
•

Disc golf is played just like ball & stick golf, except the targets or "holes" can be whatever is
available.

•

Each shot must be taken from behind where the disc comes to rest, and the object is to minimize
the number of shots to hit the target. An innovative aspect of disc golf is to include rules, such as
requiring the disc to go around a tree before hitting the hole.

•

If a tree is the hole, it is usual to make the target the trunk below the first branch, so that
branches and leaves do not count.

•

Form into pairs, taking alternate shots. After each hole have someone new choose what the next
hole will be. Encourage imaginative holes, eg "through the fork in the tree and hit the rubbish
bin," but keep it simple.

Bottle Guts
Required: 6 discs, 12 cones
Players: 12 players
•

Bottle Guts involves two teams of six facing each other in a line, with each player having a cone in
front of them (the bottle). Give each team three discs.

•

The object is to knock over the opposition's bottles. Players must throw from behind their bottle,
and may only throw when their bottle is upright. Each player starts with three lives. Each time a
player's bottle is knocked over, they lose a life. When they have no lives left, they are out of the
game and must sit down.

•

Any player may retrieve a disc from the "no-man's land" between the teams, but cannot go behind
enemy lines. No goal-tending is allowed, a receiver cannot touch a moving disc until it passes the
line of bottles.
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Frisbee Rounders (Frisbee Baseball)

Required: 1 disc, 7 cones
Players: 18 players (2 teams of 9)
•

Set up a diamond, similar to baseball. There is no pitcher (like teeball), otherwise the fielding positions are similar.

•

The "batter" simply throws the disc from home base, and must re-throw if it is a foul or doesn't
travel at least 5m. The batter may run up to throw, but if they release too late, then it is also a
foul.

•

Three fouls mean the batter is out.. The batter is also out if their throw is caught on the full.
Runners are out if the disc reaches the base they are running towards before they do. Only the
fielders on a base (the basemen) may run with the disc; everyone else must throw it to a baseman.

•

The batting team gets a run each time a runner reaches home base, when they get 3 outs the
teams switch roles. For safety reasons, the fielders should be required to be at least 5m away
from the batter.

Discathon
Required: 4 discs, cones, arrow signs
Players: 4 players
•

Use cones or (better) natural obstacles such as trees to mark out a course. A park is the ideal
setting. Use arrow signs to indicate which side of trees etc the course runs.

•

Each player starts behind the start line with a disc. The players must run around the course, making their disc follow the course exactly. The players can run anywhere they like. Each successive
throw must be taken from behind where the disc last stopped. If a throw misses a turn, the
player must go back around that turn. The winner is the player whose disc first crosses the finish
line.

Variations
With older children, put the winners into a final. Make the course difficulty match the throwing ability
of the players.
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Flutter Guts
Required: 1 disc, 4 cones
Players: 6 players (2 teams of 3)
•

This game can be used to increase eye-hand co-ordination. Two teams of three players stand facing each other about 2 metres apart. One team "serves" a slow, wobbly throw to the other team
which must try to catch it with one hand. The disc must pass between the head and the knees and
must be soft or it is a no-throw and must be thrown again.

•

The disc may be bobbled and touched by any team member before it is caught, but no two hands
or players may touch it at the same time. Also, "trapping" is not allowed, where the disc is trapped
between the hand and another part of the body. The disc may be kept alive by hitting it with any
body part as long as it is not a trap, and the receiving team may move anywhere they like to make
a play on the disc.

•

After the disc hits the ground or is caught, the receiving team then serves the disc. Score a point
for a successful catch. The first team to 11 wins.

Frisbee Tennis
Required: 1 disc, 8 cones
Players: 12 players (2 teams of 6)
•

This is really played similar to newcombe ball, with six players a side on either side of a tennis
net. There is a "dead zone" 2 metres either side of the net, which is out-of-bounds.

•

The receiving team scores a point if the disc lands out-of-bounds. Dropping the disc, or taking
more than three passes to get it over the net, scores a point for the opposition. The game is to 15
points.

•

Use a cone to mark where the server serves from, making this the back of the court for advanced
throwers. This game can be played without a tennis court or net by setting up your own playing
area.
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Five Hundred
Required: 1 disc
Players: 6 players
•

Two groups of three are separated by a distance of about 20m.

•

One group throws a high disc above the other group. If someone catches it, that person scores
100 points. That group then throws another high, floaty throw back and they get a chance to
score points.

•

The winner is the first person to score 500 points. The game is non-contact; no pushing or holding
is allowed. This game is very good for practicing positioning, jumping and reading the flight of the
disc.

Frisbee Soccer
Required: 1 disc, 8 cones
Players: 12 players (2 teams of 6)
•

In frisbee soccer, you are not allowed to run with the disc, but the disc is allowed to touch the
ground, or roll along the ground. Once the disc is on the ground, either team may pick it up, but
maintain the non-contact rules, so once a player has picked it up, their marker must retire 1m
away.

•

If two players pick up the disc simultaneously, then the offence retains possession.

•

The game can be played on a soccer or football field, or a similar field set out with cones. Score
by throwing the disc through the goalmouth. Modify the number of players to suit the field size.
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Keepings Off
Required: 1 disc, 4 cones
Players: 8 players (2 teams of 4)
•

Form a 20m square with the 4 cones. The aim of the game is to retain possession of the discby
passing to team mates for as long as possible. As in ultimate, players may not run with the disc and
have a stall count of 10.

Variations
For more of a challenge, reduce the stall count to 7 or even 5.
Use a scoring system where a team scores a point each time everyone on the team touches the disc.
Goaltimate
Required: 1 disc, 6 cones
Players: 8 players (2 teams of 4)
•

Goaltimate is played just like ultimate, but with the aim being to throw the disc into a goal
(football or hockey) rather than catch it in an end zone. A simple goal could be made between two
cones.

Variations: A variation is to play half-court goaltimate, requiring a team to pass the disc outside a box
before attempting to score (eg the penalty box around a soccer goal).
Double Box
Required: 1 disc, 8 cones
Players: 10 players (2 teams of 5)
•

This is a miniature game of ultimate, and more fast-paced. There are 2 scoring goals, 5m x 5m
boxes, separated by about 20m. One teams starts with the disc in their box and is attacking the
opponent's box.

•

Each time a team scores, they immediately are attacking the other box. Otherwise, the rules are
the same as Ultimate.

•

Play games to 3 or 5. Unlimited substitutions are allowed at any time.
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Hot Box
Required: 1 disc, 8 cones
Players: 10 players (2 teams of 5)
•

Hot Box is like the half-court version of double box. The field can be much more congested with
both teams attacking the same goal.

•

The goal is a 5m x 5m square in the centre of a 20m x 20m square. Teams are 5-a-side on the
court with unlimited subs. The aim is to catch the disc in the goal to scor a point. When a team
gains possession of the disc, they must complete a pass outside the outer box before they can
attack the goal. Otherwise, the rules are the same as for regular Ultimate.

•

After scoring, the scoring team retains possession of the disc and must move the disc out of the
outer box before they can score again. Unlimited subs are allowed during play. Play games to 3 or
5.

Variations: For more advanced players, reduce the size of the box to 3m-a-side and the number of
players to 3 or 4 per team.

Indoor Ultimate
Required: 1 disc
Players: 8 players (2 teams of 4)
•

Indoor ultimate is played on a netball or basketball court. The end zone is the goal circle (netball)
or keyhole (basketball). Each team has four players.

•

After a player catches a goal, they touch the disc to the ground and start again, attacking the
opposite goal. Each team has two substitutes. Substitution can happen at any time by tagging the
player on the sideline. A game is usually played for 15 minutes.

www.in-motion.ca

Great Games
Bluebells
Bluebells, cockle shells, eevy ivy over! (turning the rope only half way, then over on over to continue)
My mother sent me to the store
And this is what she sent me for:
Salt,
Vinegar,
Peppers!

(The enders turn the rope fast while everyone counts to see who can skip the longest.)

Down in the Valley
Verse: Down in the valley where the boats go pu-sh

As one child is skipping, another child jumps in at the word "boats" and gives the first child a gentle
push out of the rope.

High, Low, Medium, Slow
Turn the rope according to the words:
Hi, low, medium, slow,
Jolly ol' pepper and away we go!
Wherever the skipper gets mixed up in the ropes during the rhyme, that's how they need to skip the
next time they're in. "High" - the skipping rope is a foot off the ground; "Low" - the skipper needs to
bend down to skip; "Medium" - normal skipping; "Slow" - slow skipping; "Pepper" - really fast skipping.
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Great Games
Double Disc Court (DDC)
Required: 2 discs, 8 cones
Players: 4 players ( 2 teams of 2)
•

The court is two 10m x 10m boxes separated by a 5m wide no-man's land. The court can be outdoor or indoor. A pair of players stand in each box, each pair with one disc.

•

Each team serves simultaneously and aim to land the disc in the other team's court. If the disc
lands out or rolls out then the receiving team gets a point. If the disc lands in and stays in then
the throwing team gets a point. If the receiving team catches the disc, then they can throw it
back. If the receiving team drops the disc, the throwing team gets a point. If a team is touching
both discs at once, that is a "double", and the other team scores two points.

•

After a point is scored, the discs are returned to each end and the other players serve. Change
ends every 5 points. The winning team is the first to reach 11.

Variations: Increase the size of the courts and spacing between them. A full size court is 14m squares
separated by 14m. See the WFDF Rules for comprehensive rules.

Skipping Songs
Apples, Peaches, Pears and Plums
Apples, peaches, pears and plums,
Jump out when your birthday comes,
Is it January, February...

California Oranges
California oranges, 50 cents a pack,
California oranges, tap me on the back!

(A second jumper comes in and tags the first, who leaves, then repeat the chant)
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Great Games
Teddy Bear
Teddy bear, teddy bear, turn around,
Teddy bear, teddy bear, touch the ground,
Teddy bear, teddy bear, show your shoe,
Teddy bear, teddy bear, that will do.
Teddy bear, teddy bear, brush your hair,
Teddy bear, teddy bear, climb the stairs.
Teddy bear, teddy bear, reach for the sky,
Teddy bear, teddy bear, wave goodbye.

Benjamin Franklin
Benjamin Franklin went to France
To teach the ladies how to dance.
First the heel, then the toe,
Spin around and out you go !

Jelly in the bowl
Jelly in the bowl, jelly in the bowl.
Wiggle, waggle, wiggle, waggle,
Jelly in the bowl.
Sausage in the pan, sausage in the pan
Turn around, turn around
Sausage in the pan.

www.in-motion.ca

Great Games
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For more information and ideas on
how to stay active, visit the in motion
website at www.in-motion.ca
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“Active Living Through
Physical Education:
Maximizing
Opportunities for
Students with a
Disability”(ALACD)

“The goals and learning

outcomes of a balanced
physical education
program are no different
for students with a
disability than for their
classmates. All will
benefit from a wellplanned physical
education program which
addresses motor skill
development, fitness and
social skills, and leads to
an increased knowledge
of an active lifestyle.”
(National Education
Steering Committee, 1994,
p 3)

Moving to Inclusion (MTI)
The Moving to Inclusion
resource section has been
developed to assist you in
providing your students
with disabilities, equal
opportunity to be active
participants in all physical
activity/education
programs in your school.
This section will give you
useful and practical
approaches.
An inclusive program
provides students of all
abilities and interests the
opportunity to participate.
It recognizes the value of
diverse abilities in students
and maximizes the
opportunity for students
with disabilities. In an
inclusive physical activity
program, activities are
modified and individualized
if necessary. Expectations
are realistic, but challenging,
and assistance is provided
only if it is required.
Benefits of an Inclusive
Physical Education
Program:
•
•
•
•

Increase independence
and self-determination
of students
Provide students with
the right to choose to
participate
Enable risks to be
taken and mistakes to
be made
Focuses on abilities
instead of on
disabilities

•

•
•

Students can learn
about the diverse
abilities and talents of
fellow classmates with
disabilities
An increased
appreciation in learning
different individualities
Students learn that
participating in an
activity in a different
way does not decrease
the value of that
activity

Why adapt an activity?

“Many children whose
intellectual, physical,
emotional, and behavioral
characteristics that differ
markedly from those of
their peers require special
assistance and/or program
modifications to realize
their full potential. These
changes need to go as far as
recreation programs, active
living, and physical
education services.”
•
•
•
•
•
•

To make the activity a
meaningful experience
To maximize
participation
To optimize success
To increase
independence
To increase motivation
To add an element of
fun and creativity

Words with Dignity
Words can be very
powerful and by using
appropriate terminology

barriers can be broken
down. This can enable you
in shifting the focus from
the disability to the student.

Use… person with a
mental illness, person who
has schizophrenia, person
who has a…

Kasser, S. L. (1995)
Inclusive Games: Movement fun
for everyone. Windsor, ON:
Human Kinetics

Instead of…Disabled,
handicapped, crippled
Use…Person(s) with a
disability

Instead of…learning
disabled, learning difficulty
Use…person with a
learning disability

Instead of… Crippled by,
afflicted with, suffering
with, victim of, deformed
Use…Person who has…or
person with…

Instead of…visually
impaired (as a collective
noun)
Use…persons who are
visually impaired, blind

Oates, M. (2002) Active
Living Alliance for Canadians
with a Disability Newfoundland
& Labrador Inclusion Kit:
2002. (2002 Summer Inclusion
Collaboration) In

Instead of…Lame
Use… Person who is
mobility impaired

In this guide we have
provided you with a variety
of fun, active, and inclusive
games and activities that
students with all abilities
can participate in to stay “in
motion”.

Instead of… Confined,
bound, restricted to or
dependent on a wheelchair
Use…Person who uses a
wheelchair
Instead of… deaf, dumb,
deaf mute, hearing impaired
Use…Person who is deaf,
hard of hearing
Instead of… retarded,
mentally retarded
Use…Person with a
developmental disability
Instead of …spastic (as a
noun)
Use…person with Cerebral
Palsy
Instead… of physically
challenged
Use…person with a
physical disability
Instead… of mental
patient, mentally ill, mental,
insane
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“All recreation programs
and physical education
programs should foster
movement that respects
the uniqueness of each
individual. All programs
should be adapted to
meet each child’s needs,
strengths, and
abilities”(Oates, M. 2002)

“If in doubt, ask. Most
people with a disability will
be more than willing to help
you.”(ALACD)

Great Adaptations for Games and Activities
EQUIPTMENT MODIFICATION
Description
Effect
Lighter, softer, larger ball

•

Shorter, lighter, striking implement

•

Larger striking implement, large goal
or target area
Lighter, softer, smaller balls
Bean bags substituted for balls

•

Partially deflated balls for dribbling
and kicking

•

•
•

Slows game and allows more time
to prepare for and execute skill
Allows greater control for weaker
and less skilled player
Reduces number of misses and
increases opportunity for success
More easily caught and retained
Not as elusive as balls and may be
easier to throw for student with
poor hand function
Slows movement of the ball and
allows more time to prepare and
execute the skill activities

SKILL LEVEL MODIFICATION
Description
Effect
•
Skills such as wheeling substituted
for running, rolling a ball off a lap for
kicking, striking a soccer ball with a
floor hockey stick instead of the
foot
Tasks simplified: for example, drop
•
and catch the ball rather than
bounce it consecutively
Props used to enhance skills; for
•
example, a towel extends the reach
for tag games

Increases success and
opportunity to be involved in game
play

Increases successes and
opportunity to be involved in class
activity
Increases level of success and
motivation for participation

RULE MODIFICATION
Description

Effect

No direct challenge when ball comes
within 2 meters of player
Differential scoring system allowing
points for specific behaviors; for
example, passing, touching ball
Only essential rules used
Complete end line used as goal

•

Unlimited number of contacts with
ball before crossing net or center
line
Unequal numbers in team groupings
Number of trials increased; for
example, unlimited number of
attempts to strike ball

•

•

•
•

•
•

More time to prepare for and
execute skill
Recognizes effort, learning and
success
Reduces games complexity
Allows more frequent scoring
opportunities and use of multiple
goalkeepers
Increases opportunity to make
contact with ball
Matches
Increases level of success and
opportunity to practice emerging
skills

DISTANCE/SPACE MODIFICATION
Effect
Description
Smaller playing area used

•

Target lowered or moved closer

•

Start or finish line moved; for
example, next runner in relay starts
when student reaches halfway point
Designated position/function
assigned to reduce area to be
traveled; for example, designated
pitcher, goalie or foul shooter

•

•

Increases opportunity for
application of skill and
participation in flow of game
Reduces number of misses and
increases opportunity for success
Increases level of success and
opportunity to be involved in game
play
Increases successful participation
in the game

Inclusive Games and Activities
Activity
Freeze
Tag…Not!

Equipment
None

Setup
Designate one
player to be “it”.
Identify tasks or
skills that
students can
perform when
they are caught or
are frozen for
longer than 3
seconds.

Directions
The “it” tries to tag as many players
as possible in an allotted time period.
Players can not be caught if they
freeze just before “it” touches
them. They can only be frozen for 3
seconds otherwise they must
perform a designated skill to
continue playing. If they are caught
when they are moving they must also
perform a task or skill to reenter
the game. Choose a new ”it” and
continue to play.

Adaptations
• Pair up one player that
is slower and one who
moves quickly to both
be “it”
• The skill and degree of
the skill can vary for
players to reenter the
game
• Vary the time a player
can be frozen (i.e.
brief for a slow ”it”)
• Allow players in
wheelchairs and slower
movers to throw a yarn
ball when attempting to
tag others

Activity
Centipede

Equipment
Beanbags,
yarn balls,
cones, and
markers

Setup
Set up an obstacle
course in a zigzag
formation with the
cones/markers

Directions
Line up all of the players on the end
of the playing area. The student
that is the centipede begins at the
opposite end with 15 beanbags (body
parts). The centipede must make it
through the course with all of their
body parts, as the other players toss
the yarn balls overhand/underhand
at the centipede. When a ball hits
the centipede, it must drop one of
the body parts. The beanbags are
counted at the end of each course.
Obstacle courses are extremely
beneficial exercises for people with
intellectual disabilities. It provides
a positive social experience and helps
practice spatial orientation.

Adaptations
• Change the number of
beanbags(body parts)
for each centipede
• Shorten the distance
between cones for slow
movers
• Change the distance
that players throw in
order to reach the
centipede
• Have more than one
centipede moving at a
time
• Change the skill used to
hit the centipede
• Vary the obstacle
course and equipment
pieces

Activity
Snatch the
Bacon

Equipment
2 play
ground
balls

Setup
Divide students into
2 groups and line
the groups up facing
each other about 20
ft apart. Put 2 balls
in the center. Give
each player a
specific number so
that both groups
have players with
matching numbers.

Directions
Call out a number and the 2 players
with the matching numbers must try
and retrieve the ball in the center
and bring it back to their group.
Then the group members pass the
ball down the line and the player that
retrieved the ball must wheel/run
around the group as many times as
he/she can before the ball reaches
the end of the line. The same player
then returns the ball to the center
and is awarded 2 points and a point
for each lap around the group line.

Adaptations
• Match up players
according to their
speed and ability;
assign them a similar
number
• If one player is slower,
have the other player
perform a task i.e.
jumping jacks, spins in
wheelchair before
moving the ball
• If a player is not able
to catch while standing
have the player
opposite him/her roll
the ball
• Have the line perform
different skills as they
move the ball down the
line

Activity
Krazy Kickball

Equipment
1 Soccer
ball or play
ground
ball and 4
base
markers

Setup
Divide the students
into 2 teams. Put
out the 4 bases (1st,
2nd, 3rd, and a home
plate). Assign a
pitcher or a student
that rolls the ball to
the kicker. One
team starts in the
field and one team
“kicks”.

Directions
The “kicker” tries to kick the ball
and then run/wheel around as many
bases as he/she can before the
opposing team stops the “kicker”.
They stop the kicker by forming a
line after the ball is kicked and
passing the ball under their legs and
over their heads until it reaches the
end of the line, the last person yells
“stop”. 1 point is scored for each
base touched. Each player should
have a chance to kick, then the
kicking team goes into the field and
the fielding team comes in.

Adaptations
• Use different ball
sizes
• Have players roll the
ball to each other if
he/she has difficulty
with catching skills
• Have the “kicker” kick
a rolling ball or a
stationary one
depending on ability
• Distance between
bases can vary
• Have players bounce
pass, soccer pass, or
throw and catch the
ball until each player
has touched the ball in
the field

Activity
Beams and
Ladders

Equipment
Spot
markers,
scooters,
balance
beams or
boards,
flat
ladders,
box dice
and task
cards

Setup
Make up task cards
with an activity
written on them or
the card may have
the player move
ahead, back, or
switch with another
player. Set up an
obstacle course
that is connected
with ladders,
beam’s, spot
markers etc. (or
tape out a course on
the floor)

Directions
Have a student roll the box dice and
move that many times along the spot
markers. If they land on the end of
the ladder then he/she may move up
the ladder extension and by pass the
other players. If they land on the
same spot as another player he/she
must complete a challenge or answer
a question to maintain position of the
spot. Some spot markers should be
designated as task spots. The player
must pick a task from a stack of
cards and complete. The game is
played until all students have
completed the course. You may have
students moving at the same time to
eliminate waiting too long between
turns.

Adaptations
• Use other obstacles,
such as, ramps, tires,
or boxes in the course
• Tape a course on the
floor instead of
markers
• players in wheelchairs
move in and out of
cones instead of along
ladders, spinning and
wheeling backwards if
they choose
• modify task cards
based on ability, give a
choice of tasks
• incorporate throwing or
catching at a task spot

Activity
Pin Ball

Equipment
Yarn Balls,
bean bags,
bouncing
balls,
plastic
bowling
pins

Setup
Divide students into
2 groups. Line each
group up facing each
other about 20 ft
apart. Place a row
of plastic bowling
pins in front of each
group.

Directions
Each group must try to throw balls
to knock down the other group’s pins
before their pins are knocked down.

Adaptations
• Vary number of pins
• Pins must be knocked
down in sequence
• Place pins close
together to make the
target larger
• Use a ramp for those
who can not throw
• Put the pins close
together/farther apart
depending on ability
• Change the number of
pins each team has
depending on their
speed and accuracy
• Set pins up diagonally

Activity
Modified
Handball

Equipment
Garbage
cans, hoola
hoops

Setup
Spread the goal
targets around the
playing area. The
targets can be set
up at different
heights and sizes to
accommodate
different abilities.
Split students into
2 teams.

Directions
The object of the game is to try and
score on any of the targets while the
other team tries to defend the
targets. When a team scores; the
ball is turned over and the other the
other team becomes defense (option
to use the 3 steps, 3 wheels, and 3
seconds rule, as in handball).

Adaptations
• allot different points
for each target
• make the targets
various heights and
sizes
• pair up students on
each team
• When including players
that are using a
wheelchair have
everyone play using a
wheelchair, change the
rule to 3 wheels or 3
seconds. Or have half
running and half
wheeling

Activity
Left Handed
Handball

Equipment
Soft and
flexible
ball

Setup
Arrange 2 teams of
equal number on
each side of the
basketball court.
One team wears
vests. Mark off a
goal area on each
side using cones or
mats. Mark off a
shooting line 4’ from
each goal.

Directions
Players must use left hands only
(lefties use right hands) to throw
and catch the grab ball. Goalies can
use both hands. No running with the
ball – passing only. Shots must be
taken from behind the shooting line.
A goal is scored when an offensive
player catches the Grab Ball from
within the goal area. Goalies can be
in the goal area for 5 seconds.
Objective is to increase bilateral
coordination and passing skills. Also
provide opportunities to challenge
the higher skilled players, while
providing adapted equipment for
those who need assistance in
catching.

Adaptations
• Same game, but the
ball is rolled and not
thrown
• When including
students using
wheelchairs, put a few
chairs on each team
and have the
ambulatory students
take turns using the
chairs when catching
and throwing.

Activity
Octopus

Equipment
Pool
noodles,
milk
crates or
hoola
hoops,
bean bags

Setup
Place hoola hoops at
both ends of the
playing area and put
an equal number of
beanbags in the
hoops. Choose 3 or
4 students to be
the Octopuses and
have them stand in
the middle of the
playing field. Divide
the students into 2
teams, standing at
opposite ends facing
each other (in the
free zone).

Directions
To begin, the Octopus stands in the
middle of the playing area and the 2
teams stand in the free zone, where
they can not be tagged. Players will
try to steal the beanbags from the
other team’s hoop and bring them
back to their own hoops without
being tagged by the Octopus. If the
Octopus tags a player, the player
must remain frozen and drop their
beanbag. The player may be freed if
one of their team members frees
him/her. When a player is freed,
he/she must go back to their free
zone before attempting to steal
another beanbag. Once the time
limit is up the teacher will count the
beanbags at both ends.

From Newfoundland Inclusive Kit 2002
Reference: Kasser, S. L. (1995) Inclusive Games: Movement Fun for Everyone Windsor, ON: Human Kinetics

Adaptations
• When attempting to
include players with
visual impairments use
a buddy system to play
this game. You can
also blindfold all of
the octopuses to
equalize play to some
degree. This will also
add a challenge to the
game.

Curriculum Connections
Traditional Aboriginal Games
Grade 3
•

•

Games were shared or traded with other tribes
resulting in common games amongst Aboriginal
people. Men and women usually played
separately and children usually played scaleddown versions of the grown-up games. Many of
the games we play today are derived from the
traditional games of Aboriginal people.

•

When the First Nations people joined in
marriage with the European people during the
fur trade, a distinct culture was formed. The
Métis people were offspring of the First Nations
people and the voyageurs. Work during the
fur trade was very difﬁcult and required great
strength, determination, and agility to paddle
and carry heavy loads. The Métis people came
to be known for their competitiveness. Their
games displayed the same competitiveness,
determination, and strength shown in their work.
Some games played by the Métis are: cream
can carry, log carry, string games, tag, hide and
seek, tug-of-war, sling-shot, hatchet throw, and
wrestling.

•

One particular game that was played was a map
game where children had to follow directions
given to ﬁnd other players. This helped to
improve their communication skills, encouraged
cooperation and problem-solving. They also
had competitions in which heavy sacks or cream
cans were carried which measured distance and
speed. These games are still enjoyed at Annual
Assemblies and gatherings.

Describe Aboriginal communities prior to
European settlement

Grade 6
•
•
•

Identify ways the environment molded
Canadian Aboriginal cultures
Describe the relationship between Aboriginal
people and their environment
Identify contributions of Aboriginal people to
the social life of Canada

KEY CONCEPTS
•
•
•
•

Games taught important skills and teachings, as
well as entertained children and adults
Games were taught and traded by/with other
tribes
Many of the games we have today derived from
aboriginal games
Toys were part of Aboriginal children’s lives which
taught them skills needed later in life

BACKGROUND
•

Games are an important part of Aboriginal
society, passed down from generation to
generation. Games teach cooperation, team
work and social skills. Some games also teach
other essential skills such as target practice,
hand/eye coordination, agility, and dexterity. They
were important for the emotional, physical, and
mental development of the community members.
Games also provide a good form of exercise and
leisure activity for the young and the old. Many
games were played in the winter- time.

•

•

Aboriginal people are very resourceful at getting
the materials they need form the environment.
Games are usually played with rocks, sticks, or
claws. Many tribes have similar games. Some
examples of games played by Aboriginal people
are:
• cat’s cradle and other string games
• team ball games (handball, stickball, shinny)
• puzzles (Three-in-a-Row)
• Games of Chance (Bone Dominoes,
cribbage, darts. Bowl and Dice…)
• juggling
• archery
• tug-of-war
There were also competitive games such as
footraces, hoop-and-pole and games of chance.
Friendly wagers were sometimes placed on
certain games. Some plains people were known
to bet their horses or their shirts.

Toys
•

Aboriginal children had toys as we do today but
toys usually had to get left behind as families
traveled from campsite to campsite. Toys were
used for amusement as well as for role-playing
and learning tools as they are still used today.
Play was work for children. For example: dolls
and miniature weapons. They taught skills that
would be needed later in life. Girls sewed doll
clothes, decorated cradleboards, and constructed
miniature wigwams.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
Try these Aboriginal games:
Ring on a String
• This game originated with the Bella Coola people
of the west coast of Canada. A small ring is
suspended on a long string held in the hands of
a circle of players. While the circle of players
secretly passes the ring from hand to hand, one
individual in the centre tries to guess who has
the ring in their hand. Players try to distract the
centre person’s attention by waving, singing,
making faces or calling to them. Players may
pass the ring in either direction and they do not

want the centre person to guess the location of
the ring. The centre person gets 3 chances to
guess correctly. The person who has the ring
and gets caught goes in to the middle next.
Dox-en-Eye
• This game originated with the Haida people from
Queen Charlotte Islands area. It is similar to the
European game called Red Rover. The activity
begins with two equal sized teams facing each
other in 2 lines about 5 metres apart. Team 1
begins with the Dox-en-Eye stick. A member of
the team holds the stick and thumps it on the
ground and calls Dox-en-Eye, Dox-en-Eye, we
want Jasmine to come. Jasmine, from Team
2, then has to walk across to team 1, without
smiling, and take the Dox-en-Eye stick then walk
backwards back to her own team, still without
smiling. If she doesn’t smile, she gets to stay
with her team. If she smiles, she must join the
other team. Team 1 must stay standing in their
line and they cannot touch Jasmine but they can
do anything to try and make her smile. Funny
faces, sounds, silly sayings are all fair. The
object of the game is for everyone to end up on
the same team.
Stick Catch
• The origin of this Aboriginal game is not known.
This game can be played individually or with
a partner. Players collect some small straight
sticks about 15 cm long and about the diameter
of a pencil. Starting with one stick, participants
balance the stick across the back of their hand.
They must then drop their hand away and quickly
try to catch the stick with that same hand before
it falls to the ground. As each player successfully
catches the stick, the number of sticks balanced
on the back of the hand is increased. Players
must catch all of the sticks successfully each
time before increasing the number of sticks.
Students have been successful at catching up to
26 sticks at once during this game.

BACK TO SCHOOL: IDEAS FOR THE
CLASSROOM

WEBSITES

Research a traditional Aboriginal game

htm
www.gamesmuseum.uwaterloo.ca/VirtualExhibits
http://collections.ic.gc.ca/games
www.kstrom.net
http://www.virtualmuseum.ca/Exhibitions/Traditions/
English/teachers_corner_02.htm
http://www.avcnet.org/ne-do-ba/mc_gam01.html

Discover:
• the original name of the game
• the Aboriginal people who played the game
• the equipment needed
• the object and purpose of the game
• how to play the game and teach it to the class
during a Phys. Ed period
Compare and contrast games from different tribes.
Learn the Aboriginal names of the traditional games.
Read the story, The Youth Who Was Pakakus and
play the game that follows.
(http://collections.ic.gc.ca/games)

RESOURCES
Buller, Laura. Native Americans: An Inside Look at
the Tribes and Traditions. Dorling Kindersley Ltd;
New York, 2001.
Henley, Thom. Rediscovery. Lone Pine Publishing,
1989.

Integrating First Nations and Metis Content and
Perspective Grade 2 Tradiational Aboriginal Sports
Games.Maxine Gamble/Michelle Kavanagh.
Stobart Elementary Community School. Prairie
Spirit School Division No. 246 Learning Resource

http://www.civilization.ca/aborig/stones/toys/tymenu.
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Monthly Challenges

Monthly Challenges
In order to assist with the planning of
activities for your in motion school, we
have compiled a section on monthly
challenges and activities to keep you and
your students motivated, enthusiastic
and "in motion".
In motion would
encourage you to try some, if not all of
the following monthly challenges. Daily
routines can often get mundane. Challenges can help to keep staff and students
interested in being physically active.
The following ideas are only suggestions, and we encourage you to use your
own creativity (and that of your staff and
students) to provide physical activity
options that are best suited to your
school.
Go to the in motion website to download the most up-to-date in motion
school calendar.

Guide Section 8 - Monthly Challenges

September
Welcome Back!
In motion welcomes everybody back to school. We are looking forward to a fun and
active year!
Combine physical activity with adventure by taking walks of discovery.

October
Fall… in motion
This month is Fall… in motion month. The media campaign which we do annually to
raise awareness of the importance of regular physical activity usually begins with a
fun kick off event followed by our four week Stay Active challenge. This month’s focus
is to Stay Active for the entire month of October.
CHALLENGE:
To be the most active school, use the Activity Log to track your
school’s activity. Have each classroom submit weekly total class activity minutes.
Compile all class minutes to get your weekly total school activity minutes. Chart your
totals for the entire “Stay Active” month of October.
Praise children when they are active. Compliment their creativity and enthusiasm for
movement.

Stay Active Challenge Activity Log
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Name:

November
Physical Activity…Do it for Life!
This month, we would like to get the children thinking about being active for life.
Provide the students the opportunity to see how seniors stay active and dispel the myth
that seniors can’t do exercises. Options include going to senior homes, visiting and
participating in seniors programs at your local leisure or fitness centre. You can also
bring in a seniors group to the school to allow the students to watch how seniors stay
active/get exercise, and if possible participate with them. You could also invite
seniors/grandparents to go on a walk with the kids.
Popular activities amongst seniors include: aquasize, aerobics, tai chi, curling, gardening,
golfing, dancing, yoga, swimming, tennis, stretching, bowling, cross country skiing,
hiking, and weightlifting.
CHALLENGE:

Which class can get the most seniors active?
Chart a seniors’ activity or your activity with a senior (pick an
older neighbor or a grandparent etc.) on the Partner Activity Log.

Look for indoor opportunities for physical activity on days that the weather doesn’t
permit outdoor play. Dance to the children’s favorite music.

Partner Activity Log
NAME:

Partner’s Name:
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Week

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Week 1 Total:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Week 2 Total:
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Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
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Time:
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Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Week 3 Total:
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Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
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Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Week 4 Total:
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Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Week 5 Total:
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Age doesn’t matter when it
comes to being physically
active! Don’t let a number stop
you from being “in motion”.

__________

__________

__________

__________

Month Total =

__________

December
Stay Warm, Stay “in motion”
The goal this month is to show the students that activities do not have to end just because
it is colder outside. It may also be beneficial to include some information on how to
dress for cold weather physical activities. In motion has provided you with a useful
student handout that is suitable for Grades 3 and up (see Winter “Fashion” Tips handout).
Introduce games/activities that are still fun when the weather gets cold such as soccer,
kickball, ultimate Frisbee, snow tag, smooching, toboggan racing, or a simple
competition to see who can pile the highest amount of snow within a given sized circle.
Many activities can be done with or without snow.
CHALLENGE:

To be the class with the most hours of outdoor physical activity.
Place a scoreboard in the hall to post individual class activity
minutes so the kids can see their progress.

An additional idea is to challenge the students to be physically active over the holidays.
You can do so by sending home the Holiday Stay “in motion” letter and activity log (see
Sample letter and activity log)
When playing tag games, design strategies for children to re-enter the game quickly
by performing a specific movement. This will ensure continuous activity and reduce
the level of competition.

Winter "Fashion" Tips from in motion
Hey Kids! Winter’s here and just look at all that snow. I know
what you’re all thinking… can’t wait to get outside to have a
huge snowball fight! Or maybe your family’s planning a ski
vacation this Christmas break. Whatever the reason, I know
you’re all anxious to get out there to have some FUN! To help
you have fun and stay warm this winter, here are a few
“fashion” tips from your friendly in motion crew.

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Dress in light layers; better get
those long johns out!
Start with a base of synthetic
long underwear
Add a non-cotton, insulating
layer such as synthetic fleece
or similar thermal layer
(long sleeved sweater and
pants)
Top off your outfit with a
breathable, waterproof, windresistant shell jacket and pants.
Keep your neck covered with a
neck warmer (they’re those
tube looking things) or a scarf
– the neck warmers don’t get in
the way as much as a scarf
Keep your toes warm with
warm wool socks
Bundle your hands up with
insulated gloves or mittens
(mittens keep your hands
warmer!)
A nice and warm toque or
fleece hat is a definite must
have

Remember to drink fluids every 15
minutes even if you don’t feel thirsty.
By the time you start feeling thirsty,
your body is already suffering the
negative effects of dehydration. So
ask your parent(s) to pack you
something to drink; water, sports
drinks or juice. Something warm
would be best in the cold weather. Try
hot chocolate or apple cider kept

warm in a thermos! So head outside
and stay “in motion” this winter. Don’t
let a little cold weather stop you from
staying active!

Dear Students:
It is very important for you to stay physically active during your
Christmas vacation, so that when you return you will not lose any
ground. I have included an activity log for you to chart your
holiday activity. The Holiday Activity Log has the dates of your
vacation, an activity column, and a signature column. Please write
down any fitness activities (Cardiovascular, Flexibility, or
Strength) that you do during your vacation and have an adult sign
it. For example: sit-ups, push-ups, jogging, power walking,
jumping rope, skiing, snowboarding, stretching, sport games,
shoveling snow, roller skating, rollerblading, tag games,
tobogganing, etc.
Remember, cardiovascular exercises should last for 20 minutes
or longer to be beneficial. After the holiday break, if you return
this sheet to me and you were active on 8 days or more, you will
get to sign your name on the bulletin board sign that says "Movin’
Groovin’ Holiday Critters”. Staying active over vacation will
benefit you physically and give you a great feeling of
accomplishment.
Have a great Holiday break and a safe New Year.

Happy Holidays,

Name:
Date

December 22
December 23
December 24
December 25
December 26
December 27
December 28
December 29
December 30
December 31
January 1
January 2
January 3
January 4

Activity

Signature

January
New Year, New Motions
This month we will celebrate the New Year by trying a “New” activity, something you
haven’t tried before. Contact various sport/athletic/leisure groups in the city to ask if you
can send students to participate in some of the programs that they offer. This can help to
promote their programs and help to increase their membership. Then encourage students
to go participate in a physical activity class at one of the leisure facilities. Maybe one of the
classes will interest them. Another idea is to hold an in motion Activity Fair. Invite
various program leaders around the city to share their programs and activities with your
school. You could have different activity stations around the school so that students have
the opportunity to sign up and try different activities.
CHALLENGE:

Try something new. Get involved in an activity that you’ve never
done before.

Keep a physical activity log chart on your classroom door. Keep track of the
minutes of physical activity that your students get and post it.

February
Get Your Heart “in motion”
Valentine’s Day is a big day this month. Let’s focus on the HEART. Encourage heart
healthy activities, specifically cardiovascular activities with efforts aimed not at
achieving a target heart rate, but merely a noticeably higher rate. Check out the handout
on finding your PULSE.
CHALLENGE:

To get the entire school to achieve an elevated heart rate. This can
be done through a variety of exercises available in our resource
manual or even just by holding a Valentine’s Dance (the nervous
factor alone should get the heart pumping).

Keep a HEART RATE chart for your class. The children can track their heart rates
while doing different activities.

Two common sites to find your pulse are:
Radial Pulse: This is probably what we're most familiar with when visiting the
doctor's office. Take two fingers, preferably the 2nd and 3rd finger, and place them in
the groove in the wrist that lies beneath the thumb. Move your fingers back and forth
gently until you can feel a slight pulsation - this is the pulse of the radial artery,
which delivers blood to the hand. Don't press too hard!
Carotid Pulse: The carotid arteries supply blood to the head and neck. You can feel
the pulse of the common carotid artery by taking two fingers and running them
alongside the outer edge of your trachea (windpipe). This pulse may be easier to find
than that of the radial artery. Since the carotid arteries supply a lot of the blood to the
brain, it's important not to press on both of them at the same time!
Some students may be able to feel their heart beat simply by putting their hand on their
chest, feeling just behind the jaw bone under their chin, or in the soft area behind the
knee when it is slightly bent. There are numerous places along the body where the pulse
can be felt. Can you find the different sites?
Your heartbeat and your health are linked. Remember that your heart is a muscle and it
needs to be exercised like all your other muscles so that you have good cardiovascular
fitness.
To determine your HEART RATE, simply take your pulse for 15 seconds. Whatever your
pulse count was, multiply it by 4 to get you heart rate.
i.e.
PULSE COUNT = 17 beats
HEART RATE = 17 beats X 4 = 68 bpm (beats per minute)
Cardiovascular fitness is the ability of the heart, lungs, and blood vessels to function
efficiently by delivering oxygen and nutrients to our body tissue and removing carbon
dioxide. Exercise strengthens the heart allowing it to pump more blood with each beat
which means it can pump fewer times per minute, increasing its efficiency. Regular
exercise can help lower the risk of many cardiovascular diseases. Take care of your heart
if you want it to keep ticking for you!

Name:
Date

Activity

Heart Rate (bpm)

March
World “in motion”
This month will focus on exposing the students to athletic and leisure activities popular in
other cultures. The various multicultural groups throughout the city would be able to
provide a wide array of examples showing how people stay active throughout the world.
Game ideas can include traditional aboriginal games (see Section 6) and international games.
CHALLENGE: Celebrate multiculturalism and try a new game or activity!
Encourage children to model one another’s activity; compliment cooperation,
helping, and sharing games that include physical activity.

April
Alternative April
The focus this month is to make healthy changes in the student’s lives by choosing more
“active practices” throughout their day. Encourage students to make small changes and
chart them on the Alternative Choices Log. They can share what they did with the class
and realize that it isn’t necessary to make drastic changes in order to realize positive results.
Use the Do More Watch Less - in motion Classroom Resource (available online).
Some suggestions can be made but it can be left up to the kids to decide. It can be
activity or diet related, or many may choose other paths that they feel make their lives
healthier. To count, the changes have to be for at least four days out of a week. For
example: Instead of watching TV, I played outside. or Instead of a glass of coke, I had a
drink of water.
CHALLENGE: Use the Do More Watch Less - in motion Classroom Resource
Also track changes on the Alternatives Log Sheet.
Create a physical activity and nutrition bragging board. Post photographs of students
engaging in healthy eating behaviors and physical activity.

ALTERNATIVE CHOICES LOG
STUDENT

ROOM
INSTEAD OF DOING

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

…

I CHOSE

…

May
Let’s Get Our Parents “in motion”!
This month we will switch the focus to the students’ parent(s). Have students encourage
their parents to be more active.
Help the students make an activity jar to take home. An activity jar in a container with
different activities written on pieces of paper and placed in the container. Students can
pull out different ideas to do together with their parent(s). Check out the Family Activity
List provided. There are also ideas on the in motion website. There are even lessons and
programs targeted at teaching family activities (i.e. family tennis lessons).
CHALLENGE:

Which class can get their parents the most active?
Have students chart activity done with their parent(s) on the Parent
Activity Logs.

Concepts presented at school are more likely to be adopted if the family reinforces them.
Educate the parents on the importance of physical activity for their children.

June
in motion Bingo
This month will be a game of blackout BINGO. Give each student the special
in motion bingo card witch has a combination of tasks and questions. The questions
are based on physical activity, nutrition, and some general knowledge. Prizes can be given
to all students who fill in their card. A few boxes have been left empty for teachers to
add their own ideas or simply have student fill out the square whenever they complete
30 minutes of physical activity in a day.

Have your own mini “field day” full of non-competitive fun. Create stations around the
play area for children to visit, including obstacle courses, games, dance activities, or tag.
Make sure to include rest stations and water breaks.

Parent Activity Log
NAME:

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Week

Time:
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Time:
Activity:

Week 1 Total:
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Time:
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Time:
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Time:
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Time:
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Time:
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Time:
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Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Week 3 Total:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
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Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Week 4 Total:

Time:
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Time:
Activity:

Time:
Activity:

Time:
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Time:
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Time:
Activity:

Week 5 Total:

Family Activity time is a great
way to make healthy
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__________
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__________

__________

Month Total =

__________

Your challenge is to blackout your in motion BINGO card.
Some of the squares contain questions to answer, others have activities to do and some
squares have been left blank. The blank squares can be filled out whenever you complete
60 minutes of physical activity in one day. To get 60 minutes you can do 30 minutes of
activity at home and 30 minutes of activity at school. Make sure you write down what
you did!
….So what are you waiting for? Let’s play in motion BINGO!!

B

I

N

G

O

I asked one of my
friends or
neighbors to bike
or walk to school
with me.

I ate a fruit or
vegetable as a
snack.

How many servings
of Meat and
Alternatives should
you eat each day?

I watched less
than 10 hours of
TV this week.

I drank 8 cups of
water today.

I ate 3 meals
each day for a
week.

I had at least 5
servings of
grain products
each day this
week.

I did 60 min of
physical activity
today.

I had at least 2
servings of
meat &
alternatives
each day for a
week.

I went outside to
play for 30
minutes each day
for a week.

Which Food
Group does
apple juice
belong to?

I had at least 3
servings of milk
products each
day for a week.

I did 15
jumping jacks
today.

I changed the
channel without
using the
remote control.

I talked about the
benefits of
physical activity
with someone.

What Food
Group does a
bagel belong to?
I had at least 5
servings of
vegetables &
fruit each day
this week.

Cheese and
yogourt are
foods belonging
to which Food
Group?

I did a physical
activity with my
parent/caregiver
on 3 days during
a week.

I biked to school
every day for a
week.

I walked to school
every day for a
week.

Answers to the in motion BINGO questions:
1. Cheese and yogourt are foods belonging to which Food Group? Milk Products
2. What Food Group does a bagel belong to? Grain Products
3. Which Food Group does a cup of apple juice belong to? Vegetables and Fruit

Your challenge is to blackout your in motion BINGO card.
Some of the squares contain questions to answer, others have activities to do and some
squares have been left blank. The blank squares can be filled out whenever you complete
60 minutes of physical activity in one day. To get 60 minutes you can do 30 minutes of
activity at home and 30 minutes of activity at school. Make sure you write down what
you did!
….So what are you waiting for? Let’s play in motion BINGO!!

B

I

N

I watched less
than 10 hours of
TV this week.

I ate a fruit or
vegetable as a
snack.

I asked one of my
friends or
neighbors to bike
or walk to school
with me.

I ate 3 meals
each day for a
week.

I had at least 5
servings of
grain products
each day this
week.

I did a physical
activity with my
parent/caregiver
on 3 days during
a week.

I did 60 min of
physical activity
today.

I walked to school
every day for a
week.

Name a member
from the Canadian
Olympic Gold
Medal Women’s
Hockey Team who
is from
Saskatchewan.

I had at least 5
servings of
vegetables &
fruit each day
this week.

I took the stairs
instead of the
elevator.

Who is the
Olympic Gold
Medal Speed
skater from
Saskatoon?
I ate 5 different
colours of
Vegetables and
Fruits today.
I biked to school
every day for a
week.

I had at least 3
servings of milk
products each
day this week.

G

I drank 8 cups of
water today.

I had at least 2
servings of meat
& alternatives
each day this
week.

I helped cook a
meal this week.

What nutrients
are found in a can
of coke?

O

I changed the
channel without
using the remote
control.

I told someone
about the
benefits of
physical activity.

Answers to the in motion BINGO questions:
1. What nutrients are found in a can of coke? None
2. Members of the Canadian Olympic Women’s Hockey Gold Medal team who are from
Saskatchewan:
• Dana Antal, Esterhazy, SK
• Kelly Béchard, Sedley, SK
• Hayley Wickenheiser, Shaunavon, SK
3. Who is the Olympic Gold Medal Speed skater from Saskatoon? Catriona LeMay
Doan

Children & Youth

GUIDE SECTION 9
Healthy Eating
Activities

Guide Section 9 - Healthy Eating Activities

“We would like to
acknowledge the
nutritionists from
Saskatoon Health
Region, Public Health
Services for the development of this section.”

Healthy eating as well as physical activity is an important aspect of healthy
living. Using fun activities to combine
Eating Well with Canada’s Food Guide
and physical activity reinforces the
importance of both aspects of healthy
living. Students will need an introduction
to Eating Well with Canada’s Food Guide.
Classroom copies are available in your
school library or by calling a Public Health
Services Librarian or at
www.healthcanada.gc.ca/foodguide.
The in motion Healthy Eating Activities Resource
Kit is available on the in motion website. Try
these activities with your class or as
part of a health fair initiative.

Keep learning and have FUN!

Guide Section 9 - Healthy Eating Activities

Children & Youth

GUIDE SECTION 10
Motivation and
Incentives

Guide Section 10 - Motivation and Incentives

Motivation and Incentives

"Each child
needs to feel
unconditionally
valued, loved,
accepted,
competent and
talented in their
own special
way. Selfesteem is a sense
of belonging,
worthiness,
dignity and
control."

In motion realizes that it can be difficult
at times to get and keep the students
motivated to participate in physical
activity. In order to change behaviour ,
people need to see positive results and be
rewarded for choosing physical activity .
Incentives and rewards help accelerate
change and reinforce behaviour
.
Remember that an in motion school
involves staff and students, so both
groups need incentives and motivation.
Here are a few pointers to help you keep
the students and staff “in motion”:

Provide small group activities rather
than relays where inevitably there is a
player finishing last. If you choose to do
relays, make sure to modify them so all
children can participate and are active.
Intrinsic feedback is very valuable to a
child, try to provide this where appropriate.
Provide participation certificates to students as they complete activities. Or
give out other awards such as: co-operative awards, spirit awards, WOW awards
(see example certificates).

Keep activity charts in the classroom to
Keep the activities fun for the kids, try to keep track of student participation. Give
avoid activities that promote competistickers to mark each completed activity.
tiveness. Instead, focus on games that
involve teamwork and require the students to be cooperative with each other.
Maintain a positive attitude with the students and the staff.
Ask students what types of activities
they would be interested in participating
in. Get students involved in the planning
process; this will be both motivational
and will teach them responsibility for
their own health as well.
Be role models, and go for walks during
your lunch breaks. This will also give
you a chance to unwind and catch up
with other staff.
Emphasize the importance of having
both a healthy mind and body and that
physical activity is an integral part of
daily life.
Research has shown that children use
feedback and evaluation as a major
source of information regarding their
competency, therefore it is important to
provide positive feedback.

Thank you for your enthusiasm,
cooperativeness, and energy.
Your love for physical activity is great!

Presented To

For extraordinary effort, determination, team
work and for having fun.

Presented To

Your spirit brings sunshine to the school!
Thank you for your cheerfulness, cooperation, hard work,
spirit, and positive attitude.

FROM:

Evaluation Tool
Please complete the following evaluation form on our in motion initiative:
1. How would you rate your classrooms participation with in motion
1 poor

2

3

4

5 excellent

2. How would you rate the amount of work it took to implement
1 very difficult 2

3

4

5 very easy

3. Were you provided enough ideas for activities
1 not enough 2

3

4

5 lots

4. Have you noticed any benefits in your class or school since implementing
in motion
Yes _____

NO

_____

Describe:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
5. What else would assist you as a teacher to provide physical activity to
your students
Describe: ___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_________
6. Do you support continuing with the in motion initiative
YES ____

NO

______

If yes, are you willing to assist with school in motion activities?
YES ____

NO

______

Please feel free to include with this form any further comments or suggestions
regarding in motion and email it to inmotion@saskatoonhealthregion.ca.
Thank you.

